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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove the existence of nonosciUatory and oscillatory solutions for the first- and 
second-order differential inclusions 
y' • F(t, y), a.e. t • [to, oo), (1) 
and 
y" • F(t, y), a.e. t • it0, oo), (2) 
where F : [to, c~) x R ~ 7)(R) is a multivalued map with nonempty compact, convex values, 
and P(R) is the family of all nonempty subsets of ll~. 
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The questions of oscillation and nonoscillation for nonlinear differential equations have received 
a great deal of attention in the last 40 years, and we recommend the monographs [1-5] and the 
references cited therein for a survey of known results. However, oscillation theory for differential 
inclusions has received little attention, and in fact, was only recently initiated by Agarwal, Grace 
and O'Regan in [6,7]. The purpose of this paper is to give some sufficient conditions for the 
existence of oscillatory and nonoscillatory solutions to the classes of differential inclusions (1) 
and (2) above. We rely on the Bohnenblust-Karlin fixed-point heorem [8] and the method of 
lower and upper solutions. Our results can be considered as a contribution to this emerging field 
of study. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we introduce notation, definitions, and preliminary facts from multivalued anal- 
ysis that are used throughout this paper. Let (a, b) be an open real interval and let AC((a, b), ~) 
be the space of absolutely continuous functions y : (a, b) ~ ~. The property 
y _< ~, if and if y(t) <_ ~(t), for all t C (a, b) 
defines a partial ordering in AC((a, b), ]~). If a, j3 e AC((a, b), R) and a < ~, we let 
[a, t3] = {y • AC((a,b),H) : a _< y < fl}. 
We take BC([to, cO),R) to be the Banach space of all continuous, bounded functions y from 
[to, oo) into ]~ with the norm 
Ilyll  = sup ly(t)l ,  
t~to 
and we let L l([t0, c~), E) denote the Banach space of functions y : [to, oo) ---* R that are Lebesgue 
integrable with norm 
f/ [lyllL 1 --- ly(t)l dr. 
Let (X, [[. []) be a Banach space. A multivalued map e : X > 7)(Z) has convex (closed) values 
if G(x) is convex (closed) for all x E X. We say that G is bounded on bounded sets if G(B) is 
bounded in X for each bounded set B of X (i.e., supzeB{sup{Hy[] : y • G(x)}} <: c~). The 
map G is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) on X if for each x0 • X the set G(xo) is a nonempty, 
closed subset of X, and if for each open set N of X containing G(xo), there exists an open 
neighborhood M of x0, such that G(M) C_ N. Finally, we say that G is completely continuous 
if G(B) is relatively compact for every bounded subset B C X. If the multivalued map G is 
completely continuous with nonempty compact values, then G is u.s.c, if and only if G has a 
closed graph (i.e., Xn > x., Yn ---o y,, and Yn • G(xn) imply y, • G(x.)). We say that 
G has a fixed point if there exists x • X, such that x • G(x). In what follows, Pcz,c(X) and 
Pcp,c(X) denote the families of nonempty closed, convex and nonempty compact convex subsets 
of X, respectively. A multivalued map G : [to, c~) ) :Pet (X) is said to be measurable if for each 
x • X the function Y : [to, oc) - -~ ]~ defined by 
Y(t) = d(x, G(t)) = inf{[x - z[: z • G(t)} 
is measurable, where d is the metric induced from the Banach space X. For more details on 
multivalued maps see the book by Hu and Papageorgiou [9]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The multivalued map F : [to, co) x R ~ P(R) is L 1-Carath@odory if 
(i) t,  > F(t, y) is measurable for each y • ~; 
(ii) y E > F ( t, y) is upper semi-continuous for almost all t • [to, ~) ;  
(iii) for each q > 0, there exists ¢q • Ll([t0, co),R+), such that 
i [F ( t ,y ) l l=sup{Iv l :veF( t ,y )}  <¢q(t), fora111yl<q, andforalmostal l te[to,oO).  
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For any y 6 C([to, oo), R), we define the set 
Sf(y) = {v e L 1 (fro, cO),R): v(t) E F(t ,y(t ) )  for a.e. t E [to, oO)}. 
This is known as the set of selection functions. The following two lemmas will be needed in the 
next section of the paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [10].) Let J be a compact real interval and X be a Banach space. Let 
F : J x X ~ 7)cv,c(X ) be an L1-Carathdodory multivalued map with SF(y ) ~ ~ and let F be a 
linear continuous mapping from L 1 (J, X)  to C(J, X).  Then the operator 
rosF :c ( J ,x )  ,pcp,o(c(J,x)), y, 
is a closed graph operator in C( J, X)  x C( J, X).  
LEMMA 2.2. (See [8] or [11, p. 452].) Let X be a Banach space and K E Pcl,c(X) and suppose 
that the operator G : K ~ Pe~,c(K) is upper semicontinuous and the set G(K) is relatively 
compact in X.  Then G has a fixed point in K. 
3. F IRST-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL  INCLUSIONS 
In this section, we prove our main result for the inclusion (1). We first define what is meant 
by a solution of problem (1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function y : [to, c~) ~ ]~ is called a solution of problem (1) if there exists 
v 6 L 1 ([to, oo), R) with v(t) E F(t, y(t)) a.e. t E [to, oo), such that the differential equation 
y'(t) = v(t) ,  a.e. t e [to, oo), (3) 
is satisfied. 
Next, we introduce the concept of lower and upper solutions for (1), which is the main tool in 
our approach. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function a E BC([t0, oc), R) is said to be a lower solution of (1) if there 
exists vl 6 Ll([to, C~),R), such that vl(t) 6 F(t,a(t))  a.e. on [to,oo), and a'(t) _< vl(t) a.e. on 
[to, oc). Similarly, a function ~ E BC([to, c~), R) is said to be an upper solution of (1) if there 
exists v2 E gl([to, Oo),R), such that v2(t) E F(t, fl(t)) a.e. on [to,c~), and t3'(t) >_ v2(t) a.e. on 
[to, 
DEFINITION 3.3. The solution y is said to be regular if it is defined on some half-line [Tv, oo) 
and sup{Iy(t)] : t >_ T} > 0, for all T > T~. Here, Ty depends on the solution y. This solution is 
said to be eventually positive (negative) if there exists T >_ to, such that y(t) is defined for t >_ T 
and y(t) > 0 (y(t) < O) for t >_ T. A solution is said to be nonoscillatory if it is either eventually 
positive or eventually negative, and it is said to be oscillatory otherwise. 
The following theorem is the main result in this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that: 
(H1) F : [to, oo) x R --~ Pcp,c(R) is an Ll-Carath4odory multi-valued map; 
(H2) there exist T > 0 and a function p E LI([T, cc),R+), such that 
[[F(t,y)[l<_p(t) fora.e, te [T ,  oo) andforeachyER;  
(H3) there exist a, t3 E BC([T, oo), •), lower and upper solutions for problem (1), respectively, 
such that a <_ ft. 
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Then problem (1) has at least one solution y on IT, co), such that a <_ y <_ ~. Moreover, ff a 
eventually positive or 1~ is eventually negative, then every solution y of (1), such that y 6 [a,/3] 
is nonoscillatory. If  a and ~ are oscillatory, then every solution y of (1), such that y E [a,/3] is 
oscillatory. 
PROOF. Consider the modified problem 
y'(t) e F(t, (Ty)(t)), a.e. t e [T, co), (4) 
where T:BC([T,  co), •) ~ BC([T, co),]~) is the truncation operator defined by 
{ y(t) < 
(w)( t )  = y(t), < y(t) < Z(t), 
Z(t), y(t) > Z(t). 
We transform this problem into a fixed-point problem. Consider the multivalued operator N : 
BC([T, co), R) -~ P(BC([T, oo), JR)) defined by 
{ .:} N(y)= heC([T ,  co),B[):h(t)= g(s) ds, ge  F, ru , 
where 
and 
A1 = {t e [T, co) : y(t) < a(t) </~(t)}, A2 = {t e IT, co): a(t) _< p(t) < y(t)}, 
$1,¢y -- {g e LI([T, CO),R): g(t) e F(t,O'y)(t)) for a.e. t e [T, co)}, 
~1 ----- {g E S I F, ry F, ry : g(t) >_ gl(t) a.e. on A1 and g(t) < g2(t) a.e. on A2}. 
REMARK 3.1 Note that for each y E BC([T, co),]R), the set ~1 is nonempty. In fact, (H1) • F, ry  
implies there exists g3 E Sl_F, ry, SO that 
g ---- glXA1 -'}- 92XA2 -I- g3XA3, 
where 
A3 = {t 6 [T, co) : a(t) <_ y(t) <_/~(t)}. 
Then, by the decomposability, g E ~1 F, vy" 
We next show that N satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.2. The proof will be given in a 
series of steps. Let 
K := {y e BC([T, co), •): ][Y]loo -< ]]P]IL' }" 
It is clear that K is a closed bounded convex set. 
STEP 1: N(K) C K. 
-1 Let y 6 K and fix t E [T, co). There exists g E SF, ry, such that for each t 6 [T, co), 
Thus, 
h(t) = g(s) ds. 
Tg(S ds /T  ]h(t)l = < ]]F(s, (ry)(s))[[ ds < []p[[L1, 
SO N(K) C K. 
STEP 2: N(y) is convex for each y E BC([T, co), I~). 
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This is a obvious since ~1 is convex due to the fact that F has convex values. F ,~y 
STEP 3: N(K)  is relatively compact. 
Since K is bounded and N(K)  C K,  it is clear that N(K)  is bounded. To see that N(K)  is 
equicontinuous, let tl, t2 E J,~ = [T, n] with n E N, n > T, andT  < tl < t2. Let yE  Kand 
~1 h E N(y). Then there exists g E S~,ry , such that for each t E [T, oc), we have 
Hence, 
h(t) = g(s) ds: 
Ih(t2) - h(tl)I = g(s) ds - <_ Ig(s)fds <_ p(s) ds. 
1 1 
The right-hand side tends to zero as t2 - tl ~ 0, so N(K)  is relatively compact in C(Jm R). 
Thus, N(K)  is relatively compact in BC([T, ec), R). 
STEP 4: N has a closed graph. 
Let yn , y., h~ E N(y~), and hn ~ h*. We will show that h* E N(y.).  Now, h,, E N(yn) 
~1 such that for each t E J ,  implies there exists g~ E SF,~ ~ , 
i 
t 
h,~(t) = g~(s) ds. 
T 
We must prove that there exists g. E S~,ry.~ such that for each t E [T, oo), 
h*(t) = g.(s) ds. 
Consider the operator Nk defined by 
{ /i } ~l,k Nk(y) = h E C([T,k]),]R) : h(t) = g(s)ds, g e SF,,y , 
where 
Akl = {t E Yk: y(t) < a(t) <_ 13(t)}, A2 k = {t E Jk : a(t) _< ~3(t) < y(t)},  
SF, ryl,k = {v E L l ( Jk , ]~):  v(t) E F(t,(~'y)(t)) for a.e. t E Jk} ,  
-1,k { 1,k v(t) >_ A k and v(t) <_ Ak} ,  S~,ry = v e S~,ry : vl(t) a.e. on v2(t) a.e. on 
Jo = IT, IT] + 1), and Jk = [k, k + 1] for k E R = {IT] + 1, IT] + 2, . . .  }. From Lemma 2.1, it 
follows that the operator Nk is upper semicontinuous. Hence, there exists gk C Sll~,kry , such that 
h.(t) = fTgk(s)ds on [T, k]. 
We can combine the functions gk(t) for t E Jk, k E / ( ,  and go(t) for t E J0 to obtain that the 
function g, defined on [T, oo) by 
gk(t), fo r te Jk ,  ke / ( ,  
g*(t) = go(t), for t E J0, 
belongs to ~1 As a consequence of Lemma 2.2, we deduce that N has a fixed point that is a F ,~y.  " 
solution of (4). 
STEP 5: The solution y of problem (4) satisfies 
a(t) <_ y(t) <_/3(t), for all t ~ IT, oc). 
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Let y be the solution to (4) obtained above. We will first show that 
a(t) <_ y(t), for all t • [T, oc). 
Suppose this is not the case. 
and 
Then there exist el, e2 • IT, c~), el < e2, such that a(el)  = y(el) 
y(t) < a(t), for all t • (el, e2). 
In view of the definition of % we have 
y(t) - y(el) • F(s, a(s)) ds, a.e. t • (el, e2). 
1 
Thus, there exists g(t) • F(t, a(t)) a.e. on (el, e2) with g(t) >_ vl(t) a.e. oil (el, e2), and 
y(t) = y(el) + g(s) ds. 
1 
Since c~ is a lower solution of (1), 
// Ol(t) -- oz(el) ~ Vl(8) ds, 
1 
and since y(el) = c~(el) and g(t) > vl(t), it follows that 
~(t)  - ~(e l )  _< ~l(s)  ds _< y(t) - ~(e l )  < ~(t)  - ~(e l ) ,  
1 
which is a contradiction since a(t) > y(t) for all t • (el, e2). Similarly, we can prove that 
y(t) _< Z(t), for all t • IT, ~) .  
This shows that problem (4) has a solution y • [a, fl] that is also a solution of (1). If a is eventually 
positive, say for t _> To > 0, then y(t) > 0 for t > Ta, which means that it is nonoscillatory. 
Analogously, if/3 is eventually negative, then again y is nonoscillatory. If a and fl are oscillatory, 
then every solution y • [a, fl] is oscillatory. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
4.  SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL  INCLUSIONS 
In this section, we give a result for problem (2) that is similar to Theorem 3.1 for problem (1). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A function y : [t0, oe) - -~ R is called a solution of problem (2) if there exists 
v • Ll([t0, c~), JR) with v(t) • F(t, y(t)) a.e. t • [to, co), such that the differential equation 
y"(t) = . ( t ) ,  a.e. t • [to, ~) ,  (5) 
is satisfied. 
Next, we introduce the concept of lower and upper solutions for (2). 
DEFINITION 4.2. A function a • BC([T,c~),g{) is said to be a lower solution of (2) if there 
exists vl • LI([T, oc),R), such that vl(t ) • F(t ,a(t ) )  a.e. on [T, oc), and a"(t) <_ vl(t) a.e. on 
[T, oo). Similarly, a function/3 • BC([T, ee), JR) is said to be an upper solution of (1) if there 
exists v2 • L I ( [T ,~) ,R) ,  such that v2(t) • F(t, fl(t)) a.e. on [r, cc), and 13"(t) >_ v2(t) a.e. on 
[T,~). 
Here is our main result for problem (2). 
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THEOREM 4.1. In addition to (HI), assume that 
(A1) there exists a function p • LI([T, co), R+), such that 
[]F(t,y)[[<_p(t), fo ra .e . t• [T ,  co), andforeachyER,  
with 
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y"(t) • F(t, (Ty)(t)), a.e. t • [T, oo). (6) 
To transform this problem into a fixed-point problem, consider the operator/V : BC([T, co), R) 
"P(BC([T, co), ]~)) defined by 
]V(y) = h • BC([T, co), R) : h(t) = t - s)v(s) ds, v • ~I F,~-y , 
where S~,ry and T are defined as in Theorem 3.1. We can show that/Y has at least one fixed 
point that is solution of problem (6). Here, we take 
Kl :={y•BC( [T ,  co),R):[[y[[oo<_ sup f t  } ( t -  s)p(s)ds . 
tE[T,c~) JT  
A similar argument to the one used in the previous ection shows that 
~(t) _< y(t) _< fi(t), - for all t • [T, co). 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can see that if a is eventually positive or/3 is eventually 
negative, then every solution y of (2), such that y • [a, fl] is nonoscillatory, and if a and fl are 
oscillatory, then every solution y of (2), such that y • [a,/3] is oscillatory. 
REMARK 4.1. We can easily show that the above reasoning with appropriate hypotheses can be 
applied to obtain similar results for the higher-order differential inclusion 
y(n)(t) • F(t,y(t)), a.e. t • [t0, oo), n _> 3. (7) 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
As an application of our results, we consider the following differential inclusion of the form 
y' E F(t, y), a.e. t E It0, co), (8) 
where 
F( t ,  y) = [A(t,y),h(t,y)] := {v ~ R :  A(t,y) <_ ~ <_ A(t ,y)},  
I "  t 
/ (t - s)p(s) ds < sup oo, 
tC[T, oo) JT 
and 
(A2) there exist a,/3 E BC([T, CO),R), lower and upper solutions for problem (2), respectively, 
such that a <__/3. 
Then problem (2) has at least one solution fl on [T, co), such that a < y </3. Moreover if a is 
eventually positive or fl is eventually negative, then every solution y of (2), such that y c [a,/3] 
is nonoscillatory. I f  a and/3 are oscillatory, then every solution y of (2), such that y C [a, fl] is 
oscillatory. 
PROOF. Consider the following modified problem 
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and f l ,  f2 :  [to, c~) xl~ -~ JR. We assume that for each t e [to, c~), fl(t, .) is lower semicontinuous 
(i.e., the set {y e R : fl(t,y) > #} is open for each tt C R), and assume that for each t e [t0, z~), 
f2(t, .) is upper semicontinuous (i.e., the set {y E ~ : f2(t, y) < #} is open for each # E ~). 
Assume, also, that there exist T > 0 and gl('), g2(') E LI([T, co), ~), such that 
gl(t)<_fl(t,y)<_f2(t,y)<_g2(t), for all t E [T, co), and y e R. 
Consider the functions c~(t):= fTgl(s)ds and /~(t):= fTg2(s)ds. Clearly, a and/~ are lower 
and upper solutions of problem (8), respectively, that is, 
a'(t) <_ fl(t,y), for all t E [T, oo), and all y C R, 
and 
Let 
where 
We have 
/~'(t) > f2(t, y), for all t e [T, cx~), and all y e ~. 
K := {y e BC([T, JR): IlYlI  -< L}, 
L = { / /  ,gl ( s)l ds, / /  ,g2( s), ds } 
IIF(t,y)l[<_max(Igl(t)l,lg2(t)l), for a.e. t e IT, oo), and all y E R. 
It is clear that F is compact, convex valued, and is upper semicontinuous ( ee [12]). Since all the 
conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, problem (8) has at least one solution y on [T, ~)  with 
a < y < ~. If ~(t) ~ 0 or ~(t) < 0, then y(t) is nonoscillatory; if a and ~ are both oscillatory, 
then y(t) is oscillatory. 
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